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Allen & Pike Streets
Set the Footprint, 

Then Set the Curbs



COPENHAGEN





Why do Copenhageners cycle ?

• It’s faster 55%

• It’s more convenient      33%

• It’s healthy                       32%

• It’s cheap                          29%

• ’Good way to start

• The day’ 21%

• Shortest route to work  10%

• Environment/climate       9%



KLAUS BONDAMMAYOR THE TECHNICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ADMINISTRATION THE CITY OF COPENHAGEN







Development  of cycle tracks over 100 years



Cycling - “Søsnittet” - morning peak







11  It’s an ongoing challenge, even for mature cycling cities

10  Driver behaviour gets better as cycling numbers increase

9  Cyclists keep moving

8  There are consistent design standards

7  For three types of route –
protected space on busy street, quiet street, traffic-free 

6   Which make up a connected and coherent network

5  Cheap and quick facilities can be good

4  But removing cars is hard, everywhere

3  Cycling and public transport should be integrated so that

2  Cycling is regarded as a proper transport mode

COMMON CONDITIONS



There is strong, clear political and technical 

pro-cycling leadership which is supported 

through all parts of the lead organisation.

1 Leadership is essential



Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans

What are they and why are they important?



Draft Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy
Department for Transport, March 2016

8.1 – …In the coming year we will focus on four key 
areas that support the delivery of our ambition, targets 
and objectives for cycling and walking;…

• We will help local bodies that are serious about 
increasing cycling and walking in their local areas, to 
take a more strategic approach to improving 
conditions for cycling and walking, issuing guidelines 
on the preparation of Local Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPs) and supporting the 
production of LCWIPs in areas with significant 
potential for high levels of cycling and walking



Forthcoming guidance

• Good practice guidance for authorities to produce 
sound strategies that make good case for funding

• Scope is Infrastructure only (including traffic 
management measures)

• However, infrastructure investment most effective 
when blended with complementary measures, 
delivered by wider cycling/walking strategies

• Expect DfT to encourage local authorities to produce 
LCWIPs



Aims of the Process

• Cycling – to develop a planned network
linking key origins and destinations, with 
provision depending on speed and volume 
of motor traffic

• Walking – to provide high-quality walking 
environments



The process:

• Common Scope/Data Gathering

• Separate planning for cycling and 
walking

• Look for synergies

• Engage, Prioritise, Publish



Scoping Stage

• Led by the LEP where possible to obtain early 
involvement/commitment

• Set the geographical extent (Local Authority, LEP, 
Combined Authority)

• Decide on study model accordingly – is there a 
need to liaise with neighbouring Local Authorities?

Scoping



Integration with Land Use Planning

• Expect that LCWIPs will be referred to in 
National Planning Practice Guidance

• Planning Authorities advised to give the 
LCWIPs ‘weight’ by making:
• a Supplementary Planning Document, 

• an Area Action Plan, or

• adoption as development control policy by 
the LPA and/or LHA



Start again!

• Review progress against the plan

• Re-commence the analysis process

• Incorporate:

• Learnings
• New funding streams
• New developments
• Changes in transport behaviour
• Changes in transport policy



When?

• LCWIP guidance expected October 2016

• Along with final CWIS

• LCWIP is central to DfT’s ambitions…

To complement the Strategy, a supporting programme of work has been

developed on behalf of DfT…This work will enable those local authorities’ and

local bodies that wish to, to use the framework and guidance to develop their

own Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans and strategies to put

them in a strong position to access funding that is already out there, such as

the Local Growth Fund and the Integrated Transport Block.

(From the job description of the Chair of the CWIS Expert Committee)




